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Agenda

● Motivating the importance of feature attribution for PRO
● Computing feature attribution
● Using the feature attribution dashboard (bunnylol “go pro_attribution”) to 

○ Learn about PRO’s logic
○ Monitor distribution shift



What is PRO?

PRO

Predictive response optimization (PRO) is a ML system that select actions to minimze

● unauthorized scraping (e.g., scraping data returned to scrappers)

● friction to non scrappers (e.g., Impact to Growth/DAU, Time spent, Revenue, Bug reports)
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Need for Explanations

Despite acting on millions of users on IG logged in and logged out, 
we cannot explain its logic to defend and debug its decision



Problem: Black Box Models
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Why is an IP blocked?

Why is there a spike in the amount of IPs blocked?
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Why is there a spike in the amount of IPs blocked? → Monitor shifts in 
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Solution: Feature Attribution

Why is an IP blocked? → Understand PRO’s logic

Why is there a spike in the amount of IPs blocked? → Monitor shifts in action/response selection

Feature attribution is a principled way to answer those questions 
in terms of features

What feature is important for the decision?
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Why is there a spike in the amount of IPs blocked? → PRO blocks more IPs today because 
more IPs have high request count

Feature attribution is a principled way to answer those questions 
in terms of features
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Solution: Feature Attribution

Answering those questions allows us to 
● Understand, debug, and defend the model’s decision
● Monitor for irregularities in model’s behavior

Why is an IP blocked? → The IP is blocked because request count is too high

Why is there a spike in the amount of IPs blocked? → PRO blocks more IPs today because 
more IPs have high request count



Computing Feature Attributions

How do we know a feature is important?

● Short answer: we use SHAP [lundberg et al., 2017]



Computing Feature Attributions

How do we know a feature is important?

● Short answer: we use SHAP [lundberg et al., 2017]
● Long answer: we calculate the difference in output when we take out a 

feature.



Computing Feature Attributions: Example

How do we know a feature is important?

We have 2 features A and B 

Attribution for A = avg[PRO(A, B) - PRO(B), PRO(A) - PRO()]
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Computing Feature Attributions: Example

How do we know a feature is important?

We have 2 features A and B 

Attribution for A = avg[PRO(A, B) - PRO(B), PRO(A) - PRO()]

To ensure explanation uses the same setting as PRO’s decision, we 
compute feature attribution online when the decision was made.



What does it mean to take out a feature?

PRO outputs “block” when number of requests = 5 and number of users count = 1, 
Consider B(,) as the function that outputs 1 when PRO outputs “block”, 0 otherwise

B(num requests, user count)

Attribution for num request = avg[B(5, 1) - B(0, 1), B(5, 0) - B(0, 0)]

The red value is called foreground value (value of the sample we want to explain) 
and blue value is called background value (value of a sample for reference).

In PRO, background value is set to 

- 0 for continuous features
- “” for context/categorical features



Logging Feature Attributions 

Feature attribution is expensive to compute so we use randomly sampled inputs

Feature attributions are logged under the “feature_attribution” column of the tables “pro_logged_in_ig” / 
“pro_logged_out_ig”.



Why is an IP blocked?
(Understanding PRO’s Logic)



Why is this IP blocked?

Block

Only log_request_count has 
non-zero attribution



Why is this IP blocked?

Block

Only log_request_count has 
non-zero attribution

The IP is blocked because 
log request count 1d has a 
value of 3.79



Why is this IP blocked?

Block

Only log_request_count has 
non-zero attribution

Is this insight generalizable to other samples?



Why is any IP blocked?

Action
1: Block
0: None

Feature Attribution

Feature Attribution for Each Action

● Aggregate the feature attribution over all samples



Why is any IP blocked?

Action
1: Block
0: None

Feature Attribution

Feature Attribution for Each Action

● Aggregate the feature attribution over all samples

Only “request count” and “user count on ip” affect PRO’s decision on IG logged out



Why is any IP blocked?

Action
1: Block
0: None

Feature Attribution

Feature Attribution for Each Action

● Aggregate the feature attribution over all samples

User account on 
ip increases the 
chance of no 
response

Request count 
decreases the 
chance of no 
response



Why is any IP blocked?

Action
1: Block
0: None

Feature Attribution

Feature Attribution for Each Action

● Aggregate the feature attribution over all samples

Request count 
increases the 
chance of getting 
blocked



Why is any IP blocked?

Action
1: Block
0: None
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● Aggregate the feature attribution over all samples

For all samples that got blocked, 
log_request_count_1d is the culprit



Why is any IP blocked?

Action
1: Block
0: None

Feature Attribution

Feature Attribution for Each Action

● Aggregate the feature attribution over all samples

For all samples that got blocked, 
log_request_count_1d is the culprit

..How does request count leads to my blocking?



Breaking down feature attribution by values
● Taking a closer look at “log_request_count” and “log_user_count”



Breaking down feature attribution by values
● Taking a closer look at “log_request_count” and “log_user_count”

Feature name

Feature value 
(binned for continuous features)



Breaking down feature attribution by values
● Taking a closer look at “log_request_count” and “log_user_count”

High request counts lead to blocking!



Breaking down feature attribution by values
● Taking a closer look at “log_request_count” and “log_user_count”

High user count on ip get you unblocked!
→ IP addresses with high request count but low user count on IP are blocked



Breaking down feature attribution by values
● Taking a closer look at “log_request_count” and “log_user_count”

.. Can we be more precise?



Continuous break down of features by percentile

Feature ValueFeature Attribution

~75 Percentile
log_request_count_1d: 3.56
log_user_count_on_ip: 2.30
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Feature Attribution: Unblock Feature Attribution: Block
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Continuous break down of features by percentile

Feature Attribution: Unblock Feature Attribution: Block

log user count > 75% → unblocking

~75 Percentile
log_request_count_1d: 3.56
log_user_count_on_ip: 2.30

log request count > 75% → blocking

IP addresses with log request count > 3.60 and log 
user count on IP < 2.3 are likely blocked



Similar idea applies to IG logged in .. 

● Showing top N features for each action
● Custom filters for:

○ Actions 
○ Context features

● Customize: 
○ Number of features to show
○ Whether to use absolute 

transformation on attribution 
○ Whether to break down attribution by 

feature value
○ Number of bins used for continuous 

feature breakdowns



Similar idea applies to IG logged in .. 

We can track both important continuous and context/categorical features



Why did a response spike?
(Monitoring Distribution Shifts)



Identifying a response spike
We observe a shift in the “IgFakeAccount”  and “IgBlockAllActionsSMSChallenge” response

Response spikes can be caused by shifts in the Covariate and/or Conditional Distribution



Monitoring shifts in the Conditional distribution

● Changes to PRO’s learned model 
can be monitored using Feature 
Attribution.

● Tracks top N features along time, 
plotting feature attribution

Conditional Distribution 
(Y|X, “the learned relationship”)



Monitoring shifts in the Covariate distribution

● Changes in the input distribution can be 
monitored using feature mean. 

● Tracks top N features along time, plotting 
feature mean. 

● We only track features that are important 
to avoid cluttering the plot

Covariate Distribution 
(X, the inputs)



Messy input distribution



Why did responses spike on Mar 13?

Covariate and Conditional Shift of “shared_session_age_in_seconds” feature on 12. Mar

Covariate Distribution 
(X, the inputs)

Conditional Distribution 
(Y|X, “the learned relationship”)



Using Dashboard as a Starting Point for Further Investigation

Covariate Distribution 
(X, the inputs)

Conditional Distribution 
(Y|X, “the learned relationship”)

● “shared_session_age_in_seconds” was removed from the model due to capacity 
issues in training (D43843906) along with all other features starting with “shared”.

● The removal of the feature was made on 3/6/2023 but apparently the model was 
still using it until 3/12/2023.



Why did a response spike?



Why did only “IgFakeAccount”  & “IgBlockAllActionsSMSChallenge” spike?

Response Specific Feature Attribution

“IgFakeAccount”  and 
“IgBlockAllActionsSMSChallenge” rely on 
the deleted features the most. 

Note: the tool currently cannot predict whether 
the response will spike up or down.



Oncall use

Reactive use (SEV): 

● Check which important features shifted before and after the SEV using the 
dashboard

● Determine if it is conditional or covariate shift
○ If covariate shift.. investigate change in the features

■ Has it been deleted? Is the precision of the feature recently dropped? 
○ If conditional shift.. investigate changes in model training and deployment 

■ e.g., checking changes in metric, model, objective etc.

Proactive use: 

● Set up alert on the feature attribution or covariate shift plots. 
● If out of the normal range, investigate as reactive use above.



Documentation
Wiki (main resource) 

Bunnylol “go wiki_pro_attribution”

Covers

● Methodology: more details of SHAP
● Example usage
● Documentation for each panel

○ More detailed description
○ More panels not discussed today

● Future directions
● Q&A on miscellaneous topics

https://www.internalfb.com/intern/wiki/?fbid=2207307636143170


Demo

A tour of the panels: “go pro_attribution”



Questions



Set of other useful features



Example attribution: 40+ features (3/14)
{

  "context_features": {

    "bin_account_age": 0,

    "bin_fai_score": 0,

    "detected_session_is_alive": 0

  },

  "continuous_features": {

    "flytrap_reports_1_forecast_value": 0,

    "flytrap_reports_2_forecast_value": 0,

    "flytrap_reports_3_forecast_value": 0,

    "meaningful_engagement_score_1_forecast_value": 0,

    "meaningful_engagement_score_2_forecast_value": 0,

    "meaningful_engagement_score_3_forecast_value": 0,

    "meaningful_engagement_score_impressions_only_1_forecast_value": 0,

    "meaningful_engagement_score_impressions_only_2_forecast_value": 0,

    "meaningful_engagement_score_impressions_only_3_forecast_value": 0,

    "num_requests_1_forecast_value": 0,

    "num_requests_2_forecast_value": 0,

    "num_requests_3_forecast_value": 0,

    "num_requests_bad_sessions_sensitive_endpoints_1_forecast_value": 0,

    "num_requests_bad_sessions_sensitive_endpoints_2_forecast_value": 0,

    "num_requests_bad_sessions_sensitive_endpoints_3_forecast_value": 0,

    "sdr_1_forecast_value": 0,

    "sdr_2_forecast_value": 0,

    "sdr_3_forecast_value": 0,

    "sdr_detected_1_forecast_value": 0,

    "sdr_detected_2_forecast_value": 0,

    "sdr_detected_3_forecast_value": 0,

    "sdr_labeled_1_forecast_value": 0,

    "sdr_labeled_2_forecast_value": 0,

    "sdr_labeled_3_forecast_value": 0,

    "time_spent_1d_1_forecast_value": 1,

    "time_spent_1d_2_forecast_value": 0,

    "time_spent_1d_3_forecast_value": 0,

    "number_sessions": 0,

    "lag0NoResponseCount": 0,

    "lag1NoResponseCount": 0,

    "lag0IgBlockAllActionsSMSChallengeCount": 0,

    "lag1IgBlockAllActionsSMSChallengeCount": 0,

    "lag0IgBlockAllActionsRecaptchaCount": 0,

    "lag1IgBlockAllActionsRecaptchaCount": 0,

    "lag0IgCompromisedAccountCount": 0,

    "lag1IgCompromisedAccountCount": 0,

    "lag0IgFakeAccountCount": 0,

    "lag1IgFakeAccountCount": 0,

    "lag0IgKillAllSessionsCount": 0,

    "lag1IgKillAllSessionsCount": 0,

    "lag0IgKillAllSessionsAndSMSChallengeCount": 0,

    "lag1IgKillAllSessionsAndSMSChallengeCount": 0

  }

}


